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Summary

The level of deleterious genetic variation in highly managed domestic populations is
influenced by a variety of factors including mutation rate, effective population size, and
artificial selection. Small populations enhance the risk of inbreeding depression, which
negatively impacts individual fitness and population viability. Inbreeding depression has
largely been attributed to the accumulation of recessive harmful mutations in the genome:
inbreeding increases the probability of these mutations to become homozygous. Past
population bottlenecks, including domestication, have been indicated as major driver of
genetic load in populations. While lethal variants can quickly be purged from small
populations, the frequency of slightly deleterious mutations is expected to rise due to less
effective natural selection. Because of genetic hitch-hiking, mildly harmful mutations are
thought to be over-represented in regions of the genome under selection.

Recent advances in genome sequencing have opened exciting possibilities to actually
measure the amount of harmful mutations in genomes. Using re-sequence data from 421
individuals, we provide an overview of the occurrence of deleterious mutations in individual
pig genomes. An alternative approach to identify lethal variants in the genome, is offered by
the vast amount of genotyped pedigreed individuals due to the widespread use of genomic
selection in current breeding programs. This allows the identification of recessive deleterious
variants by testing for statistical depletion, or even the absence, of specific haplotypes in
homozygous state. We have used a combination of whole genome sequencing and 60K
genotyping (23,800 individuals) to identify and characterize lethal variants segregating in
three commercial pig breeding lines.
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Introduction

A small effective population size can lead to inbreeding depression. The cause of inbreeding
depression is the accumulation of (recessive) deleterious alleles increasing in frequency and
becoming expressed in homozygous state due to drift (Charlesworth and Willis 2009). In
domesticated populations, despite strong artificial selection for desired traits, selection on
relatively rare variation (allele frequency <10%) is usually very inefficient (Kearney et al.
2009). This inefficiency of purging deleterious variation, even from highly managed
populations, is particularly apparent if there is an unpredictable, or poorly characterized
relationship between genotype and phenotype.

The large scale implementation of genomic selection by the breeding industry, has
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provided large numbers of genotypes. This allows recessive deleterious variants to be
identified by testing for statistical depletion, or even the absence, of specific haplotypes in
homozygous state. Such a haplotype approach is a powerful tool originally developed for
cattle by vanRaden et al (2011). The power of this method heavily depends on the number of
genotyped individuals. Significant depletion of haplotype homozygosity is an indication of
decreased viability, and these haplotypes are likely to harbour deleterious mutations causing
embryonic lethality (EL) in homozygous state. In pig breeding programs, several fertility
traits are recorded that can provide further phenotypic support for (early) embryonic lethality.

An alternative method to gain insight in the deleterious nature of variation in
populations is to sequence entire genomes of tens to hundreds of animals of that population.
Whole genome sequencing can be used to identify potential phenotype-altering variation,
ranging from embryonic lethal (EL) to only mildly deleterious mutations in coding regions,
and used to predict their effect using a variety of tools (Charlier et al. 2016).

We combined two complementary approaches to identify deleterious and functional
variation in pigs. First, we show that missing homozygosity can be a result of early
embryonic lethality. Second, we mine the genome of 421 whole-genome-sequenced
individuals for deleterious (including embryonic lethal) variation and show how purifying
selection acts on these alleles. The result is a comprehensive catalogue of putative deleterious
variants, which will be an important resource for future functional studies in pigs, and which
will facilitate the purging of deleterious variants in the current breeding lines.

Results & Discussion

Lethal recessives

Missing homozygosity

We divided the genome in segments and compared the number of expected haplotype
homozygotes with the number of observed haplotype homozygotes, to test for missing or
depleted haplotype homozygosity. We identified potential lethal recessive haplotypes in each
analysed breeding population, and listed all carrier animals. We identified various haplotypes
with a strong negative effect on reproductive traits in pigs. For one of the pig haplotypes, we
found evidence from 88 carrier matings, that homozygote animals die in the second half of
gestation (Table 1).

Table 1: Haplotypes affecting total number of piglets born (TNB).

Homozygotes Reduction in TNB
Haplotype Freq

(%)
Expected Observed Exact

binomial
% P

LR4 3.6 5.75 0 0.002581 17.1 2.16E-06
LW8 4.5 14.25 1 4.16E-08 9.85 0.009
LW9 2.6 6.75 0 0.000138 15.61 0.001
LW14 1.6 8 0 0.000144 11.25 0.004
LW16 2.8 6 0 0.000954 11.62 0.027
LW18 5.5 15.75 3 1.32E-07 15.44 1.27E-12
LW19 4.3 11.75 0 1.29E-06 18.72 4.91E-12
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The genomic location and haplotype frequency is provided in columns 1-2. The
“homozygotes” section shows expected and observed homozygotes including statistical test.
Information on carrier x carrier (C x C) matings and progeny is provided in the “matings”
section. Effect on the phenotype is provided in the “reduction in TNB” section.

When pigs die during such a late stage in development, they remain in utero until full term
and become mummified. The haplotype identified results in a fivefold increase in the number
of mummified piglets (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Fraction of the number of mummified piglets per litter for the identified lethal
haplotype. The axes indicate the fraction of the total litters (y) with a certain number of
mummified piglets (x). C x C matings show a larger proportion of mummified piglets per litter
compared to C x NC matings.

Candidate embryonic lethal variation from WGS

In addition to the analyses of 23,800 genotyped individuals we also used whole genome
sequence data of 421 pigs, of which 256 were of commercial origin. We mined the
commercial breeds for variants annotated to potential high-impact categories, including
frameshift, stop gained, splice donor and splice acceptor variants and nonsynonymous SNPs
predicted to be deleterious (SIFT ≤ 0.05). Variants segregating at low minor allele frequencies
(MAF), only present in one or two commercial breeds and showing a depletion in
homozygosity were selected. In total, 1088 candidate EL variants were identified, including
827 nonsynonymous, 59 stop-gained, 36 frameshift and 166 splice site variants in Duroc,
Landrace, Large White, Pietrain, Synthetic and Yorkshire breeds, respectively. We only
selected variants in genes that cause early-lethality on null-mutant mice, to provide functional
evidence for lethality of the candidates. Of the 1088 candidate EL variants, lethality was
reported for 314 of them, including 220 nonsynonymous, 19 stop-gained, 5 frameshift and 70
splice site variants. This set of variants will be added to the current breeding framework
(SNPchip) to demonstrate absence of homozygotic offspring.
Genomic signatures of purifying selection
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We divided the 421 sequenced pigs in 5 groups: Western commercial, European local,
European wild, Asian domestic, Asian wild. We examined the genetic load in different groups
of pigs (ratio synonymous to deleterious variants) and show that western commercial pigs
have a lower genetic load compared to their European wild counterparts. Moreover we show
that the Asian pigs generally have a lower load, especially for homozygous deleterious
mutations. Next we find evidence that predicted deleterious variation was subject to purifying
selection, generally having lower allele frequencies (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Allele frequency distribution for synonymous and missense variants in pig including
predicted deleterious and tolerated variants (SIFT. Figure shows distinct allele frequency
spectrum for deleterious and stop-gained variants compared to variants considered to be
neutral.

Conversely, the predicted tolerated missense variants follow the same allele frequency
distribution compared to synonymous variants (usually considered to be neutral), indicating
that indeed, the large majority of these variants are evolutionary tolerated. We also show that
inferred deleterious variation is generally overrepresented in regions of low recombination,
suggesting a correlation between recombination rate and purging efficiency. Moreover, indels
that alter the frame of translation can be highly disruptive in coding regions, for instance by
introducing a premature stop codon. We found an enrichment of indels that are multiples of
three nucleotides in coding regions, an observation not supported for non-coding indels
(Figure 3). The lower proportion of indels that are not multiples of three nucleotides is
expected since these result in frameshifting of translation, resulting in impaired function, and
therefore often subject to purifying selection. Conversely, indels that are multiples of three
nucleotides will result in loss or gain of amino acid residues, which has an apparent higher
likelihood of being tolerated. Moreover, we observed and enrichment of frameshift and stop-
gained variants at the N- and C terminal parts of the protein. This observation suggests that
these types of variants have generally higher impact in the mid-section of the protein
compared to the distal parts of the protein. In that case, a functional protein product might
still be generated either by an alternate start codon that can “rescue” a large part of the protein
(N-terminal part), something described previously (Ng et al. 2008). Alternatively, a
frameshift or stop-gained at the C-terminal end might be tolerated as an almost complete
protein is often generated.
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Figure 3: Pattern of purifying selection against frameshift indels. (A) Size distribution of all
indels (B) Size distribution of coding indels

Conclusion

In this study we utilize the large volumes of genome data (both WGS and genotype data)
routinely generated by modern pig breeding to ascertain the presence of rare deleterious
variation in populations. We can characterize lethal variation by identifying depletion or
absence of homozygosity and performing functional predictions of likely damaging variants.
Since the phenotypes of the pig, including fertility parameters, are routinely evaluated in
breeding programs, embryonic lethality could be corroborated. Together, this study presents a
comprehensive genomic perspective on deleterious variation in pigs and highlights its
importance in current breeding programs.

Material & Methods

Animals, genotypes and pre-processing

The dataset consists of 5,517 animals from a commercial synthetic boar line with Great
Yorkshire genetic background, and 5,301 Landrace and 12,982 Large White animals from two
commercial sow lines. The chromosomal positions were determined based on the Sus scrofa
reference assembly (Groenen et al. 2012). SNPs with unknown position on Sscrofa10.2 and
sex-chromosomal SNPs were discarded. Markers with MAF < 0.01 and call rate < 0.85 were
discarded and animals with frequency of missing genotypes greater than 0.30 were discarded
from the analysis. All pre-processing steps were performed using Plink v1.90b3.30 (Purcell et
al. 2007). The final dataset contained 22,961 animals with an average per-individual call rate
of 0.987, 0.955, and 0.983 for 10K, 60K and 80K SNP panels respectively.

Identification of missing homozygote haplotypes

We used a sliding window approach shifting along each chromosome ranging from 0.5 to 4
Mb in steps of 0.5x window size implemented in a python module. We tested a single
haplotype per locus (in case of overlapping haplotypes) with lowest p-value for effect on
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phenotypes. Haplotypes with a frequency > 0.5 % were retained for identification of missing
homozygotes. The expected number of homozygotes was estimated using the parental
haplotype information with the formula described in Fritz et al, 2013. Moreover, the number
of heterozygous offspring from carrier matings was calculated to verify whether there is a
deviation from HWE. An exact binomial test was applied to test the number of observed
homozygotes with the number of expected homozygotes. Haplotypes were considered
significant if P < 5 x 10-3 for haplotypes with missing homozygosity (0 observed) and P < 5
x 10-6 for haplotypes exhibiting deficit homozygosity.

Phenotypic effects associated with candidate lethal haplotypes.

Records of TNB were available for all three lines. In addition, records of number of still born
(NSB), and number of mummies (MUM) were available for the two sow lines. In total,
records of TNB for 4,041 matings comprising 1,566 sows and 432 boars were available in the
boar line. Records of TNB, NSB, and MUM were available for 15,174 matings comprising
3,159 sows and 1,485 boars in the Landrace line and 26,961 matings comprising 6,745 sows
and 1,671 boars in the Large White line. We examined each identified haplotype and records
on TNB, NSB, and MUM are listed for all C x C matings. We used a Welch t-test to assess if
the phenotypes from the C x C matings significantly differ from C x NC matings. A P-value
<= 0.05 was considered significant.

Variant detection and post-processing

We performed population-based variant calling using Freebayes software with settings: --min-
base-quality 10 --min-alternate-fraction 0.2 --haplotype-length 0 --pooled-continuous --ploidy
2 --min-alternate-count 2 (Garrison E 2012). Post-processing was performed using bcftools
(Li et al. 2009), variants were discarded that were located within 3 bp of an indel, or with a
phred quality score and call rate below 20, and 0.7, respectively. Moreover genotype calls
were filtered for sample depth (min: 4, max: AvgDepth *2.5).

Functional annotation of variants

Variant annotation was performed using VEP (Ensembl-release 86, (McLaren et al. 2016)).
The variant effect prediction in protein-altering variants was performed using SIFT (Kumar et
al. 2009) and PROVEAN (Choi and Chan 2015) software. The following variant classes were
considered potentially causing loss-of-function (LoF): Splice acceptor, splice donor, inframe
indels, frameshift, stop lost, stop gained, and start lost variants. Moreover, only variants
annotated in genes which are (mostly) 1:1 orthologous in Ensembl (release 86) are kept. This
to minimize the effect of off-site mapping of sequence reads leading to miscalls, which can be
particularly problematic for large gene families (e.g. olfactory receptors). In addition,
compensation of function by (recent) paralogous genes will likely result in ameliorating
damaging mutations in these genes. Also, since gene models might by incorrect, variants not
having a combined RNA-seq expression coverage from the ensembl (release 86) merged
RNA-seq dataset of at least 200 were discarded.

Candidate EL variants in protein coding genes

To identify putative EL variants we selected all the LoF and deleterious missense variants
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specific to each breeding line, for which no homozygous individuals for the alternate allele
are observed. Further functional support was obtained from the MGI database (i.e.
phenotypes from null-mutant mice) to predict the relative impact on the phenotype (Blake et
al. 2017). The number of deleterious variants per individual was inferred from the final set of
potential EL variants.
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